Team Update 13

GENERAL

Dean’s List Remote Interviews
The list of events hosting all-remote Dean’s List interviews now includes the Midwest Regional and no longer includes the New Taipei City X Hon Hai Regional.

SECTION 5.3.1 UPPER HUB AND LOWER HUB
The distance from the carpet to the bottom of the UPPER EXIT in Figure 5-11 was changed from 5 ft. 7⅜ in. to 5 ft. 6⅜ in. Drawing GE-22300 has also been updated accordingly.

Figure 5-11 HUB with nominal dimensions

SECTION 5.4 HANGAR
The maximum ROBOT height limit described in G106 is marked on the center of each horizontal truss assembly in black tape (i.e. the bottom edge of the tape is 5 ft. 6 in. (~168 cm) above FIELD floor protection carpet).